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The Glutton

He, hunger-stung, hard to ________, (verb)
So fitted is for my ________ luck (adjective)
(With heat such as no ________ could have (noun)
And yet keep ________) (adjective)
That all ________ in being meat (verb)
Seasoned how he’d most ________: (verb)
________ broth, (adjective)
Filched by his ________. (noun)
Choice wassail ________, cooked hot, (verb)
________ quick to mouth; (verb)
Though prime parts cram each rich ________. (noun)
He’ll ________ spare (adverb)
Nor scant his ________ until (verb)
Sacked larder’s gone bone-________. (adjective)
Maudlin

_______-mattressed under the sign of the hag
(noun)
In a ________ of blood, the sleep-talking virgin
(verb)
Gibbets with her ________ the moon's man,
(verb)
________-bearing Jack in his crackless egg:
(noun)
Hatched with a claret hogshead to ________
(verb)
He ________ it, navel-knit to no groan,
(verb)
But at the ________ of a pin-stitched skin
(noun)
Fish-tailed ________ purchase each ________ leg.
(noun) (adjective)
Metaphors

I'm a ________ in nine syllables,
    (noun)
An elephant, a ________ house,
    (adjective)
A melon ________ on two tendrils.
    (verb)
O red ________, ivory, fine timbers!
    (noun)
This loaf's big with its ________ rising.
    (adjective)
________ new-minted in this ________ purse.
    (Noun)    (adjective)
I'm a means, a stage, a ________ in ________.
    (noun)    (noun)
I've ________ a bag of ________ apples.
    (verb)    (adjective)
Boarded the ________ there's no ________ off.
    (noun)    (verb)
The Hanging Man

By the _______ of my hair some god got _______ of me.
(noun)                                                (verb)
I sizzled in his _______ volts like a _______ prophet.
(adjective)                      (noun)

The nights _______ out of sight like a lizard's eyelid:
(verb)
A world of _______ white days in a shadeless _______.
(adjective)                                             (noun)

A vulturous _______ pinned me in this tree.
(noun)

If he were I, he would do what I did.
Winter Trees

The _________ dawn inks are doing their blue dissolve.
   (adjective)
On their blotter of _________ the trees
   (noun)
Seem a _________ drawing—
   (adjective)
_________ growing, ring on ring,
   (noun)
A series of _________.
   (noun)

Knowing neither _________ nor bitchery,
   (noun)
_________ than women,
   (adjective)
They _________ so effortlessly!
   (verb)
Tasting the winds, that are _________,
   (adjective)
_________ -deep in history—
   (noun)

Full of _________, otherworldliness.
   (noun)
In this, they are Ledas.

O mother of _________ and sweetness
   (noun)
Who are these _________?
   (noun)
The shadows of ringdoves _________, but easing nothing.
   (verb)